Gridders' Inexperience Dims Season's Chances
As Beaver Line Crumbles in New Haven Game

By Morty Levine

SUMMARY: Injury, and counting down after the opening gridiron assault, the Beaver line in the current season comes out a deep black. Where before there was a rosy tint mixed in with green, there now is only black and blue.

The beating administered by New Haven last Saturday clearly for long time can bring experience and the question now is if the team will be able to make the tackle.
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The Power of Freedom

President Wright's speech to Congress has focused attention on the position of Communists in the school. What measures shall a free society take against those who would destroy it? More specifically, should any special steps be taken against the Communists here on the campus?

We have no illusions about the friends of the Khmer in Angkor, but our approach is different. It is a fact that many of the so-called anti-communists, is based upon a belief in the strength of democracy rather than a dread of totalitarianism. The only answer to tyranny is freedom, for while liberty survives any, whether in the name of justice, idealism, or enthusiasm for education, we must not be swayed by the exhortation to hold on to a free society at all costs.

If we adopt our enemies' methods—the crushing of independent thought, the degradation of the individual, the refusal to tolerate diverse opinion—then the battle is over, for we will have surrendered our spiritual freedom.

In the strength of our free institutions lies our enemies' weakness. A vital free society can afford to grant liberty to its enemies. On the campus, this means allowing all organizations to function, all speakers to appear, all opinions to be expressed.

If the administration or the student body is interested in destroying the appeal of the Communists, or totalitarianism of any sort, let them concentrate not on the immediate problem of the so-called anti-communists, but on the student body as a whole, which has the power to influence all aspects of campus life. We hope that it comes as soon as possible.
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**The Opium Den**

With Al Fiering

I tried to get away but his hands were like steel. His lips forced themselves upon mine. Tomorrow. Finally I broke away and gasped. "Rex, you know that's a lie. I'm engaged." "I don't have to remember that and... and... and I'll be away from you!" "Don't tell me that Mona. I... I... knew you better than you knew yourself. You're like me. You'll never be able to keep away from the bright light—" You're mine!" Rex yelled, in a fury, and he slammed me against the door, pressing me. The train whistle screamed warningly in my ears, as the landscape melted into a green whir and gone. Soon afterwards my watch broke. We were in Detroit then, and I was in a hotel. I knew that I had to have it repaired. So I left the shop I worked for and would never be able to have the fragments of my heart put together. That was when it was with the strong, steady beat of love.

That evening when I returned to the shop I was looking anxiously at the showcase when he said "You repaired my watch for me?"

"Oh, you watch," I said. "You forgot something..."

"Oh, my watch..."

"No." I said. "I've forgotten something."

"Rex," I felt the words force themselves on me, "I've repaired your watch for you."

"Darling," Rex answered, lifting me and drawing me close to him, "my kiss...."

---

**Students! Make Money Writing Lucky Strike Happy-Go-Lucky Jingles!**

It's easy! It's fun! No box tops to send! No essays to write! Just write a simple four-line jingle, and you may make $25! Start today!

Write a "Happy-Go-Lucky" jingle, like those you see on this page, based on some phase of college life. If your jingle is selected for possible use in Lucky Strike advertising, we will pay you $25 for the right to use it and your name in our advertising. Start today. "Happy-Go-Luckies" will soon be running in your paper. Send your jingles— as many as you like— right away, and 525 can be yours pronto if your jingle is chosen. Send your jingle to Happy-Go-Lucky, P.O. Box 67, New York 40, N.Y.

READ THESE SIMPLE INSTRUCTIONS

1. Write your "Happy-Go-Lucky" four-line jingle on a plain piece of paper and send it to Happy-Go-Lucky, P.O. Box 67, New York 40, N.Y.

2. Every student of any college or university may submit jingles.

---

**俱乐部 Notes**

What does a gal with school spirit do? Why, she joins the Beaversports, naturally. Said organization cheers the team and "Brings Out the Beaver." Nuff said—meetings are Thursday from 12 till 1 in Room 124. For those with problems about opportunities in sociology and allied fields, the Sociology Society offers advice and information. Meetings are Thursday from 12 to 1 in Room 124.

---

**L.S./M.F.T.: Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco**
Booters Trip Alumni in Kickoff

In its initial contest of the season, the Beaver soccer team demonstrated a powerful attack in downing the Alumni, 4-1, last Saturday at Lewishohn Stadium.

After a fast-moving but scoreless first stanza, the varsity demonstrated a dynamic scoring touch early in the second period. The first Beaver tally was registered when Milt Kaplan took a corner kick from Gir Chevalier and headed it in.

Two minutes later, Nat Alvieh netted the ball from the right side for the second Beaver goal. Almost immediately afterwards, a header shot by Abe Fischler from the left side gave the booters their third score within the space of three minutes.

Second half fruitful

The second half proved to be as fruitful for the booters as the first. Halfway through the third period Don Chu kicked the ball behind Otto Berger, Beaver ace of another year, for the final Beaver tally of the afternoon.

Only a belated scoring thrust by the Alumni whereby ace Fred Bertolitschi notched a goal in the final period spoiled a near-perfect debut for the new Beaver soccer coach, Werner Rothschild.

However, the Lavender will face a much tougher foe next Saturday afternoon when it kicks off against a formidable Kings Point eleven at Lewishohn Stadium. Pre-season reports from Kings Point indicate that the Merchant Marine is much improved over last season. At any rate, the booters will not have an easy afternoon next Saturday.

Cross Country Season Opens Saturday

By Ed Minst

A green but gallant cross-country team will open their season against Adelphi this coming Saturday. Though they have lost some outstanding boys like Omelichenko, and despite this probably a satisfactory squad Coach Harold Anson Bruce isn't worried. In an interview coach Bruce stated "Sure they will be tough but if you are beaten, be beaten by the biggest you can find.

After having four terrific season winners with a single threat the hill climbers found the going pretty rough last year, and now face the prospect of going in this season with only sophomores of an unknown quantity.

Coach Bruce hopes to have around Joe Grevioso, Lou Carminso, Rex Nichelson, boys who have looked good in practice. The rest of the squad while in good condition, is problematical, and only after the Adelphi meet will coach Bruce know what he has on his hands.

Following Adelphi, City runs into Hofstra. Here is a team that last year bowed over everybody but Manhattan and is rated one of the best in the east. Other meets this year will be with Y. U., St. John's and Fordham all of whom are loaded, and Rutgers Middle State Champions.

To make things look a little open, so we sent Topf out, he sure did. Said he: "You played well in the first quarter. We were jittery, for us. My best season this year bowled over everybody. No matter how you try, you can't beat them.

As for the freshmen X-country squad only a limited number of them have been counted for the team. Coach Bruce pointed out that in any event the freshmen squad may be shelved.

Summing up the situation coach Bruce stated "We are an amateur team, which can only offer our boys nothing but an education. They are all equally good, we are not trying to knock off one of the big ones, but win, lose or draw, we'll be there trying.

Gridders' Inexperience dims Season's Chances

(Continued from Page One)

have nine linemen back who Justinaction in the '49 City College. With Otto Berger, a 5 foot 8 pound linemen who has been a first team all-east pick for past four years. Last season brought havoc with the Beaver line, with Olson bringing fullback John Allen, splitting full back John Allen, splitting a total of three Colby touchdowns. Allen is back again for his senior year and will fortunately not see action against the Lavender this Saturday.

However, the Mules will have an excellent fan base at the Harlington returning at the back positions. Both these boys have played against a number of teams this season. Another victory against Colby will be a tremendous morale boost for the downhearted gridders.

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests

Number 2...THE BLOW FISH

"Shucks—I blew in when I should've blown out!"

Pity the poor Piers! He's been making all those trick cigarette tests you've been reading about! He's taken one puff of this brand—one puff of that. A quick inhale of cigarette "A"—a fast exhale of cigarette "B"—and he's still confused! Seriously, isn't the sensible way to test a cigarette to smoke pack after pack, day after day?

That's the test Camel asks you to make — the 30-Day Mildness Test. Smoke CAMEL— and only CAMELS—regularly for 30 days. Your "T-Zone" (T for Throat and T for Taste) is the real proving ground for any cigarette. After you've tried Camel as your regular smoke, you'll know why...

More People Smoke CAMELs than any other cigarette!